1.1 IntroductionIn
Recent years, with the spread of smartphone apps, civilization has had a huge
impact on the economy and culture worldwide received.

SNS (social network services) such as Twitter and Facebook receive everyone There
are remarkable achievements such as meeting, meeting, and leaving memories.
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Although it is convenient, there are many sites whose authors are unknown, and
despite the fact that administration costs are not incurred, the maintenance is
insufficient,As a precedent, "2channel" has a strong hit due to malicious writing

Since 2005, Internet apps have changed and personal liability in the form of a
public name under real name can be punishableHowever, there is a more stable
environment in recent Internet situations.
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1.2 SNS and everyday life
Why did malicious writing decrease with real names?Although celebrities are ukiyoe, SNS, which cuts out everyday life, has an influence on popularity.Good and
respectable people.For example, on Twitter, a simple system such as "Tweet" and "RT
(retweet)", replies and likes, etc.It is an attractive site where you can test your
individual expressiveness and communication skills while using it as a
system.People who receive the tweet are waiting daily for updates now or now.It's
like human beings sharing peace and I think it's wonderful every day.Even if
someone slanders, it is set so that it can be deleted individually, and other
intervention is requiredUnless a serious crime occurs, comments will flow
safely.However, on the Internet, authors certainly exist, and almost every author
who appears in the world,There is a ghost lighter.why. This is business, and it is
almost impossible for only famous people to operate the Internet.It is
impossible.In the Internet bubble, even if the creator of the site goes on the TV
and appeals to rich people,Just receive it.In fact, it's not interesting if
managers do well.In order to enjoy cultures such as idols, anime, songs, and art,

Personality is called the second generation of geeks who want to be decent.You like
fashionable expressions.I left college six years ago and had been teaching at a
preparatory school since my second year of high school.Although he was in charge of
the service, he joined the SKE48, a derivative unit of AKB48.

2.1 SNS and Mein
Fact, I was actually managing Twitter. You can still manage it. Income is almost
free.Twitter is an unprecedented language, programming is a necessary word Japanese
A4, 5 sheets,The English A4 and A5 sheets were overlaid and updated, and the bird
pattern was hollow.Then I selected the necessary items. He also entered the word
"criminals reserve."In the case of patents, the inventor is great, but in business,
there is a position, and the CEO is the president in the mainstream, I until I
enrolled in this graduate school, I thought it would be nice if I humbly
transferred the rights of the site.However, since it is difficult to take a right
outside Japan, as a countermeasure, the invention of thermal power generation
energy(Patent No. 5606596) Japanese Coal Technology Saves the World-Thermal Power
and Biotechnology, Possibilities ExpandCoal is again gaining international
attention as an important energy source. Other when used for thermal power
generationBecause they are cheaper than other energy sources. On the other hand,
coal burns more than natural gasThere is a problem that a large amount of carbon
dioxide (CO2) is generated, which contributes to global warming. WhatShould I use
it Former Head of Coal Division, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, former
Deputy Governor of Akita Prefecture, now serving as Managing Director of Coal
Energy CenterWe asked Mr. Masamichi Hashiguchi about the future of coal.
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"Coal is a gift from the earth"Coal mining in Japan is rare, with Gunkanjima, a
coal mine in Kyushu, becoming a World Heritage Site.I realize that it's gone. What
role does the Coal Energy Center play?? In the past, Japan once mined 50 million
tons of coal, but now it is small in Hokkaido.It is only done on a scale. Japan's
electricity demand for coal is about 100 million tons, most of whichIt depends on
imports from Australia and Indonesia. The energy self-sufficiency rate is5%
late.The Coal Energy Center (JCOAL) is responsible for all of the supply,It is a
so-called one-stop organization related to the e-chain and provides information in
cooperation with the government and related organizations.We conduct business such
as providing technology, developing and disseminating technology, and transferring
technology overseas. Power companies and manufacturing companiesCoal Consumers,
Trading Companies, Heavy Industry Manufacturers, Plant Manufacturers, etc.I'm
sorry. We are active all over the world, mainly in Asia.How do you evaluate the
contents of the Paris Agreement determined at COP21? And from a coal utilization
standpointDo you thinkIt is a great achievement that about 190 countries, including
developing countries, have been on the same floor for CO2 reduction.It is
evaluated. In particular, mentioning "two goals and 1.5 pursuits" and specific
figures,It is noteworthy that we have decided to submit and update our reduction
targets every five years. As a whole earth,Taking a big step on how to reduce CO2
emissions together in the world

understand.Coal is a limited resource, so it is important to use it with care. Our
idea of coal utilization isIt is not different from the direction of the Paris
Agreement. JCOAL also stated that “Coal isI am working under the tagline of
“gift”.It is important to make reduction efforts by country, but it is even more
important to reduce globally.I think it is. Coal is an excellent energy source in
terms of economic efficiency and supply stability.However, its usage must be
increased mainly in Asia. In some areas where electricity is not availableThere are
still many in the world. Japan says Iwayu can use coal cleanly and efficientlyIs
the most advanced country in clean coal technology (CCT).For example, J-POWER
(power development) Isogo Thermal Power Station (Yokohama) boasts the world's
highest power generation efficiencyYou. Combined power generation (IGCC), which
gasifies coal, turns the turbine, and uses a steam turbine togetherTechnology
allows for higher efficiency. In addition, coal gas combined with a fuel cellFuel
cell power generation (IGFC) demonstration facility at Osaki Kamijima, Hiroshima
PrefectureWe are making efforts to further improve power generation efficiency,
such as under construction as a project. TheseI believe that we must use technology
abroad to reduce global CO2 emissions.You.Coal-fired power, doubts about "bad
guys"Following the Paris Agreement, the Japanese government has drawn up a global
warming countermeasure plan. Is there a request for it?

It is assumed that the introduction of renewable energies etc. will progress in
earnest.Energy saving in the transportation and consumer sectors, and reduction of
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CO2 emissions in Japan as a wholeIt is necessary to make a plan that realizes the
goal.In addition, it is important to facilitate cooperation with countries that
emit a lot of CO2. Paris AssociationBy default, bilateral credits (country-bycountry cooperation, countries that cooperate in(A system that can transfer to the
reductions in their own country).It is possible to curb CO2 emissions in developing
countries. The government has a global warming countermeasure planThat as many
model projects as possible can be implemented in theI am looking forward to making
the environment and improving the environment.There is no direct reference to coal
use restrictions in the Paris Agreement, but restrictions on coal-fired thermal
power are increasing around the world.There are also growing concerns about the
disadvantages of using it.Hashiguchi: Certainly, some countries have decided to
stop using coal because it is not clean. Also,"Coal also emits a lot of CO2, NOx
(nitrogen oxides), SOx (sulfur oxides), and soot,There are some negative reports
about coal-fired power generation, which pollutes air and water. Clean CoTechnology
(CCT) has been implementing traditional local environmental measures such as air
and water pollution, and reducing CO2.Global warming countermeasures are required
to be reduced, but these are confused and reportedThis is the case. Regarding the
former regional environment, Japanese technology has already overcomeThat's what
can be solved.

Regarding the latter global warming, no matter how efficient fossil fuels are used
for power generation, CO2Emissions are inevitable and drastic solutions are needed
in the future.is. We believe these should be discussed clearly.In developing
countries, the use of coal is not appropriate, polluting air and water and causing
human adverse effects.If there is, I think that we should cooperate immediately. Of
course, like the Isogo Thermal Power StationIt is most desirable to have a highefficiency power plant installed in the country concerned and solve NOx and SOx
problems at the same time.It is a good figure.The Ministry of the Environment has
also announced that the construction of a large-scale coal-fired thermal power
plant that is consistent withThere are frequent cases of objections using the
statement (evaluation) system. What do you think?That is the situation for the
coal-fired power plant plan in Akita City. Regional revitalization is nationalIt is
an issue for each region, and each region should take advantage of its
characteristics andWe are making efforts to revitalize. The waters of Akita are
unusually shallow and large oceans in JapanThere is an upper wind power concept.
However, there is not enough power grid on the Sea of Japan sideFor that reason, it
was just a concept. So, while I was in office, Akita Prefecture tried to realizeIn
the context of the liberalization of electric power, a high-efficiency coal-fired
power plant and a transmission network will beThe plan is to supply stable energy
with a hybrid offshore wind.Environmental assessment is a comprehensive perspective
that includes regional revitalization and total efficiencyI think that should be
evaluated from.
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Potential Japanese advanced coal technologyHow should coal be used as an energy
source?Based on the new energy basic plan, the energy mix of electricity in 2030The
coal ratio was set at 26%. In the future, hydrogen fuel that does not emit CO2 at
allWe believe that we should aim to realize a society that does not rely on fossil
fuels, such as by shifting to fossil fuels.On the other hand, coal also plays an
important role as a base load power source in the energy mix in Japan.Will take
part. Japanese coal relies on imports from abroad, but finite coalIs a "gift from
the earth" and must be used with care and efficiency.First of all, considering that
coal use will progress especially in Asia, Japan's Clean CoalWe believe that it is
important to utilize technology (CCT) worldwide.What promising technologies are
available for coal Now that CO2 reduction has become an important issue in the
world, Japan has(CCT) quality is further improved, and power generation efficiency
is dramatically improved.Efforts are needed to increase the co-firing ratio of
iomas.The center also manufactures and supplies artificial coal (biocoke) from
thinned wood and rice hulls,We are working on a project to reduce CO2 emissions
from waste incineration facilities. In the first place, coal isIt is made of
ancient trees and contains CO2 in the atmosphere as part of the biocycle of living
things.It has been circulating as, and has affinity with bio.

In addition, technology that separates and captures CO2 that is inevitably emitted
and confines it underground(CCS) is attracting attention. CO2 area in Tomakomai,
Hokkaido, starting full-scale starting next yearWe are looking forward to medium
storage projects, and have also established CCS projects in Australia, the United
States, Canada, and other countries.I will also focus on cooperation with the
project.Furthermore, the algae (e.g., euglena) are grown using the separated and
captured CO2,There are projects to make use of any resources, and with
international cooperation, offshore platformsIt is not an idea to create a team and
develop it into a project that also contributes to breeding marine organismsShall
I? In the future, it is important to think that CO2 is not a waste but a resource.I
think.Without fear of taking time, Japan, a developed country of clean coal
technology (CCT),I believe that it is important to work hard as a leader in the
world. As JCOAL,We will continue our efforts to achieve zero-emission coal-fired
power generation.So far I have been working on calcium carbonate powder which is
not fat and added value.I'm from Takamatsu City, Kagawa Prefecture, but Kagawa is
famous for udon, sugar sweets, Wasanbon and Kanehira sugar, handBags, fans,
plastics, fasteners, chickens with bones, and the movie "Screaming Love at the
Center of the World".I have made many inventions. 5% and 40% liquor has good taste
(precipitation potential titration), acidicAt a degree of 4, nutritive value is
high, at an acidity of 16, nutritive value is low (determination of chemical oxygen
demand COD),Sodium citrate removes freckles and stains (colloids), how to make red
ruby (slurries)
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When using gblock synthesis, use calcium oxide instead of calcium carbonate)Washing
thickens and rejuvenates skin, distant blood is beautifully inseminated, contained
in clam and scallopsAluminum oxide promotes calcium carbonate growth, plasma TVs
are plasticIrregular reflections in the gaps, and electricity flows through a large
amount of spring coils to project a more beautiful TV screen.The claim of the
patent is one (coal), but it has many inventions.Until now, I have been greedy and
have been working at my home petrol station for seven years. It is hard to make
money.Fx earns a steady income every day. This site is my own, too. Place key
pointsHave been. Recently I felt a limit to Fx.At TOKYO Olympic 2020, Japanese
technology will be fully demonstrated.The impression that I got the patent is that
the world of moneyI want everyone to be proud to be Japanese, and after obtaining a
patent, challenge my patent attorney qualifications.No.Upon passing, the juniors
helped them approach the inventor they had in graduate school.I want to go.

3.1 World Energy SituationFormer
Prime Minister Naoto Kan has said that there is sufficient domestic thermal energy
following the collapse of the TEPCO nuclear power plant.Believe in this word and
make it a prologue.Google was in the United States until 2015, but is now in
Japan.This is my own Google certificate.The iPhone is a world-class product from
Apple Computer. This is the most hit quotient in the worldProduct, Android's
poster.Today, smartphone companies are dominating Google apps.

iPhones and smartphones are competing, and more sophisticated ones are popular.One
thing I've studied so far and think this is amazing is plastic bottles.Pet bottles,
which are petroleum products, have been considered finite.However, when slag, a byproduct of steel production, is processed into coal, electricity, civil engineering
and servicesIt is becoming indispensable to industry such as industry.In 1985, the
Plaza Agreement reduced the price of oil from a fixed amount of 1-360 yen to around
1-100 yen.This was to ease the fear of the oil shock that oil would be exhausted at
that time.is there.According to previous research, development of eco-friendly
seaweed beds and large blocks for fishing reefsDevelopment of "Steel Slag Large
Carbonated Solids" Marine Block ""Our company has recently absorbed CO2 into steel
slag, a by-product resource of the steel manufacturing process, andDeveloped
technology to produce large carbonized solids (trademark: Marine Block) that can be
used for reefsTest has begun.The features of "Marine Block" developed by our
company are as follows.Since CO2 is absorbed during production, CO2 emissions can
be reduced.The component is calcium carbonate, the same as the main component of
coral, and stable in the sea and in the air.Free size and shape can be selected
according to the application.It can be used as seaweed beds and fishing reefs, and
contributes to the development of marine resources.Marine block is composed of lime
(CaO), which is the main component of slag generated in steelworks, and C in
exhaust gas.
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It is produced by a carbonation reaction using O2 as a raw material.(CaO + CO2 →
CaCO3)This reaction principle has been known for a long time.It did not react
evenly to the inside with only the reaction, but only produced small blocks.
AndHowever, in this development process, a molded body composed of raw material
slag isBy developing a technology for forcing the supply of acid gas into the
molded body,At the same time, carbonation was possible, and large blocks could be
manufactured.Marine blockMarine block (Steel slag large carbonated solid)In
addition, the use test of the marine block as a seaweed bed and fishing reef was
conducted using a 25 cm cubic marine block.After a year and a half in seawater, it
did not collapse and seaweed settled on the surface.Adhesion such as flies could be
confirmed. In a test placed on the seabed full of Honda straw,There are epiphytes
of seaweed more than cleats and natural stones, and Honda straws are growing to
more than 3m.Initial tests confirmed that it did not collapse in the sea and was
also effective in growing seaweed.Has 15 larger blocks [1mx1mx50cm (1t class)] as
seaweed beds and fishing reefs.Pyramids were laid and set in the seaweed bed
development area, and a practical scale test was started. A year laterFull-scale
production and sales are planned to reflect the results.In FY1999, received
research grant from NEDO and developed technology to further increase CO2
absorption rate of slagI will go with it.

As a party, it became a service industry, but Japan respected foreign
opinions.Was.So what has changed? Is it changing?Synthetic fiber cotton has become
the mainstream for textile products.I no longer need to take thread from silkworms.
However, high-end products such as cashmere and wool are commonplace.Now it can be
sold.This can also be said to be the evolution of logistics through Internet
shopping.

4.1 Internet technology
What is the Internet actually like When I was in elementary school, I met Dr.
Nakamatsu in a computer classroom and started making floppy disks.met.Dr. Nakamatsu
is a genius scientist who won the Ignobel Prize.The impact is great and I'm still
following on Twiter.In my opinion, copyright infringement and patent trials are
extremely unusual.Large organizations absorb and merge with technology.There are a
lot of apps that sold and some that didn't, but the health of the free site is
saving the world.I spent $ 400,000 a month to find out which sites cost more.About
this Internet billing system that can be done by children.Companies and users
should respond with moderation.
A lot of money comes from stock alone, so don't collect money with malicious
intent.By the way, do you know reverse engineering?"By disassembling the machine,
monitoring the operation of the product, and analyzing the operation of the
software,Analyze the structure of the product and use it to determine
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specifications such as manufacturing methods, operating principles, design
drawings, and source code.What to investigate "He personally develops software when
he enters university, and has created various famous sites,I have been studying and
working for a wide variety of industries, performing arts, agriculture, forestry
and fisheries.

What is the income of the Internet?

The Internet that has spread widely throughout the world. Is it profitable? It's
sloppy. Actually it's very profitable. SNS that many celebrities participate in is
also targeted, and it is included in IT companies that are excellent at about 1 yen
per access.
1 Create a home page.
2 Access analysis with Google.
3 Make an ad link with Google Adword.
4 Make a profit with Google Adsense and confirm.

With this alone, 1 click and 1 yen will be included. A celebrity with a lot of
followers should check the profit from the affiliation with the IT company. Usain
Obama is the world's most follower on Twitter, with 100 million people.
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According to my experience, it is also known as a famous tax, or it is advantageous
to a celebrity. The above picture is a picture of my personal homepage access
analysis. It's difficult to approve Google Adsense, and we can't make any money on
the internet at this time. To become more famous... Is it a childish mind or an
ambition? I understand.
How to make Google and Apple apps？
So what about the app? Do you find it difficult? It's surprisingly easy.
1 Make a homepage
2 Contract with App Developer.
3 Take the examination

Only this. From my experience of making free apps in the past, I'm asking for money
now
It seems that the examination is too strict, and unfortunately this time my app did
not meet the standards, so
It's just an explanation of how the app works.
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5.1 How to interact with companiesBecause
I grew up in the countryside, I like socializing and memories, and do people in the
world feel the same way So I created many apps, made my name go down, and worked on
them.With a smartphone, information from all over the world can be obtained
equally, making it a very convenient world.This is a world where people from all
over the world.
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Cooperate with each other, and people support each other and live.Makes you feel
painful.Why are there many foreign-affiliated Internet entrepreneurs?Why the United
States misreads `` reading '' in a note on Twitter on WikipediaDo you accept
expressions as if they were Japanese?This is an interesting story that Jack had
picked up a Twitter invitation
In fact, I hacked Google's certificate and pasted it on Twitter,Was successfully
connected.Not Found was changed back to 404, and the certificate was attached to
the amoeba blog. I am self employedSo, as an individual shareholder, I'm earning
income from Fx, but I haven't had enough capital and I'm working hard.You.Taking
these cases into account, we will discuss the biggest theme, evaluation, and income
from the Internet.Bell.First, the programming law.Article 12 of the Utility Model
ActSection 2 Infringement of Rights(Right to request injunction)Article 27 The
utility model right or exclusive licensee infringes his utility model right or
exclusive licenseOr infringement (hereinafter referred to as "infringers, etc.")Can
claim prevention.(2) When making a request pursuant to the provisions of the
preceding paragraph, the utility model right holder or the exclusive licensee
shallCompositions (programs, etc. (refers to programs, etc. as defined in Article
2, Paragraph 4 of the Patent Act.And the same. )including. same as below. ),
Removal of equipment used for infringement, and other infringementActs required for
prevention can be requested.《Revision》 Hei 14 Law 024
(Acts considered infringing)Article 28 The following acts shall be deemed to
infringe the utility model right or exclusive license.As a business, the
production, transfer, etc. of goods used only for the manufacture of articles
relating to registered utility models (transfer and leasing)This refers to handing
over, and when the product is a program, etc., includes provision through a
telecommunications line. Less thanSame below. ) Or offer for import or transfer
(including exhibitions for transfer, etc .; the same shall apply
hereinafter).action(Ii) products used for the manufacture of articles pertaining to
registered utility models (which are widely distributed in Japan;Excluding ) That
are indispensable for solving the problem by the inventionKnowing that this is a
utility model and that it is used to implement the invention,Act to make a
production, transfer or import or transfer(Iii) the act of possessing the goods
pertaining to a registered utility model for the purpose of transferring, lending
or exporting as a business;In other words, if the author is unknown, the right to
programming is transferred.I myself got a certificate for smartphone TV and AbemaTV
from Amoeba Blog via Twitter,President of Cyber Agent,Transferred to Fujita Susumu.
The reason is that Fujita, who is well-known in society, is the most patented
AbemaTV patentYou seem to have wanted.This is a great success and I enjoy watching
AbemaTV.It is very thankful information for those in the industry.This case is
close to realizing happiness. It's a country where you can share your food when you
have a problem.
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6.1 Google Rights
Second, Google took over the smartphone app, and Apple took over the iPhone
app.About the latitude.On August 5, 2015, I issued Google's certificate.This hacks
the address of my Google home in the United States to my family with oil
rightsMoved byIt is a form that has returned to where it should be.Searching on
Twitter only finds my proof.Under Article 15 of the Industrial Property Law, wellknown facts hold that a work has been published.User's nameThe fourth requirement
is that, except for computer programs, "what shall be published" in the name of the
userIt is necessary to be. The basis for the requirement of the public name is that
it should be published in the name of the user.And that the user can gain social
trust in the work.Has been stated. Responsibility and trust are only meaningful if
they are published in the name,It is said to be "disclosed" rather than
"disclosed", and even if it is undisclosed, it is announcedIf so, it is interpreted
to include "what will be made public" in the name of the user.In this dissertation,
a photograph of the certificate from the Internet is attached, but this is
immediatelyAttached to its own site and is a well-known fact. In other words, site
rightsIt is effective for interest books. It is a famous story that the slash was
removed from the URL in Japan in August 2015.20
During the war, lack of energy and suffering from poverty led to the
simplicity,Savings are required.Based on my experience in obtaining patent rights,
a patent right can be obtained in about one year from a request for accelerated
examination.In the Standard Patent Act, Fifth Edition, p215, notification of
reasons for refusal is important.What is important from application to registration
is that rejections resulting from interim publications are processed smoothly,It is
easy to overlook.Requests for early examination are convenient, and patent and
trademark examinations, which took several years to complete, now take only one
year.The number of entrepreneurs has increased and the structure of society has
changed.It is thought that we can receive more.When a patent is acquired, new
products are lined up in business and the company is activated.As mentioned above,
patent rights include programming.Programming is a method, not a thing, until the
app is recognized as a resultEven so, you have to think about profits to get into
the world.Profit is not only income, but also trust created by safe and secure
quality control, and trust created by trust.Possession creates consumer willingness
to purchase.Internet shopping allows you to purchase various items while staying at
home.Amazon and Rakuten have received requests for listings from many companies,
and hired delivery companies and operators.
I was born.The salary paid by the company is the main type of compensation for
labor and invention, but Fx does not pay.In order to reduce resistance, logistics
is becoming an ideal business.It seems to be for people who want to buy good things
cheaply, and those who want to get high quality goods quicklyI have.Trademarks are
important to make things and sell them as products.The company has a development
department, and by comparison with other companies, there is almost no room for
individual inventors.When selling patent rights, a judicial scrivener must be used
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as an intermediary, not between individuals.Lawyers are lawyers, and patent
attorneys protect inventions.Lawyers can work as a patent attorney, but their work
is limited.Patents are often targeted at research conducted in an academic setting,
and I agree with that opinion.It's good.Graduate students are going on to study all
their life.When I become a patent attorney, I like to evaluate equally.Under
trademark law, the word identical or identical is key to registration.Drinks are
indispensable for meals, but carbonated water and juice are also delicious for
Western dishes. I'm a calorieI was studying sugar in b. The results are good enough
to be commercialized and awarded by Coca-ColaUntil now. The mechanism is that
calcium carbonate has low carbonation rate in water of pH4It is. In alkaline water,
the carbonation rate always rises up to 11%. 15 for both acid and base
Daily carbonation slightly reduces the rate of carbonation, but at pH 4 calories
always drop below 1% or 1%Is suppressed.The certificate of commendation was the
same study, and similarly there was the word unity.The world has been satiated and
fattening since 2000. However, this inventionThe number of people who were worried
about it was reduced and it was good.I myself have been very helpful in managing my
physical condition.Companies say that they have their own research positions and
cannot buy them. I am on TwitterAs a synergistic effect when enjoying, we invented
a zero calorie beverage.
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7.1 Intangible power
On July 21, 2017, a bing translator became unavailable on Twitter.
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I also checked other users in the timeline where the translator was not available
on the iPhone,A translator that allows you to fly the ring from the rest of the
iPhone,Not only Eat but also foreign sites can be quickly viewed in Japanese.This
case corresponds to “intangible power” that emphasizes corporate efforts as well
as technology.The win-win relationship is important. The general opinion is an
example of reform.According to my experience working part-time in the service
industry and the restaurant business, always responding to customers with a
smileSome people are difficult and others are not.I think it will be judged by
interviews, but I think that you can enjoy now is also a criteria for interviews.I
think that if you improve technically, you will become a regular employee.
Education is also important.But can employees get along well, use honorifics for
seniors, or care for their boss?In various examinations, finally, the sense is
asked.This is best understood by oneself.Is it needed by the company?Intangible
power is a subtle factor, but the maker's intangible power is a bit different.The
intangible power of a company starts from the management philosophy in p30 of the
document “How to utilize intangible strengths”.It is said that the management
system, the technical strength, and the view of the product are intangible
powers.Intangible strengths can be said to be the trust and trust of customers and
those that are the source of them. CompanyAt the time of evaluation, in addition to
financial information such as balance sheets and profit and loss statements,Some
non-financial information is used, but if there is little
In business, evaluation is inevitably low. Conceived as a way to represent
invisible intangible assetsThat is the Intellectual Asset Management Report.
Promote disclosure of intellectual assets to eliminate information asymmetryEnsure
that small businesses and local industries are evaluated correctly.I think my home
is wonderful for me as a company.This is a view of successful cases that apply to
most of the business philosophy and business conditions.In my case, at the
university, I obtained a related patent for my parents' house, bound it, and
according to the teachings of my father, the president, the technology wasAfter
understanding quickly and acquiring a national qualification, emphasis is on
socializing and talking, not for pay.Work exactly at work without confusing public
or private.Thanks to family. Thanks a friend. Thanks to our customers. Thanks for
the food. Thanks for the labor.Thank the nation. Thank the world.Live in a world
that is not obvious.Intangible power is an important idea close to ethics.I am from
Kagawa, Shikoku, but there is Shuji Nakamura in the same Shikoku. This person was
Nobel in 2014He was awarded the Physics Award.Received 840 million yen from Nichia
Corporation in a patent lawsuit for the inventor of the blue light emitting
diodeThe one who killed me.Called the 404 patent, making the patent a well-known
fact,Settlement received.
I'm bright on my PC and recently changed NOT FOUND from 403 to 404. This resultI'm
taking logs.Mr. Nakamura received a lot of money, but I got even a patent on coal,
but received money on my ownNot. The media was fun and talked about it, but
Nakamura was smartThat is the impression.However, this changed the Patent Law,
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making it difficult for individuals to receive money from patent rights.I have.Not
calm. You need to pay for the invention. Inventions make the world more convenient,
less labor and employmentSpawn.The blue LED is a very nice invention, the city is
full of LEDs, and the traffic lights have turned into LEDs.I feel that 404NOT FOUND
is an invention that considers people's feelings.Will Nakamura spend 840 million
yen in private money? No wonder.Nichia may have wanted Nakamura to receive the
Nobel Prize alone, but Mr. Amano and Mr. AkagiHas been awarded.There is also a
Google certificate. Hacking a server from the United States to Japan and hacking
itcame. We introduced Google to Chrome at an Internet cafe in Toyota City, Aichi
Prefecture came. We turned Chrome into Google at an Internet cafe in Toyota City,
Aichi. Ass
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8.1 Internet Apps and Me
I would like to make a statement in this master's thesis that Internet is in
Japan.I use Google, Twitter, Facebook, Radio, Youtube and almost any
InternetCreated a smartphone compatible app.Contact was given by the other party.
Continued it. The proof is that I am a public servant,Earn income at Fx as
President.This Fx site, Kabu.com, is also my own. Made the URL unique. StudyURL
(SiO) related to the slag and carbon dioxide that was used, and the color of the R
of the link was weakly acidic blue-purpleColor is proof.
In 1997, I became a summer Jr. I participated in the Olympics by swimming.
Participated in Setouchi SS in Kagawa PrefectureWas.Several AKB48 members
participated in the tournament.I gave a pamphlet. I told you.I swam with all my
might and I was the first swimmer in the free relay and swam in the butterfly in
group one. In the tournament recorddid.She told me after swimming, she was also a
butterfly player.There are various things, and the university has created an AKB48
site.Twitter48. Originally, only members can login to this site, but IBefore
renewal, I was able to log in as◆稲田龍太郎.
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About SNS icons
On SNS, characteristic icons and histograms are used on Twitter and Youtube.
The red circle above from the Wikipedia photo on Twitter. The numbers 32 and 110
are numbers reminiscent of Japanese police. In addition, Okayama University of
Science received the 2017 Buzzword Grand Prix “Sontaku” and “Instagram”. The
Shikoku Shimbun automatic tweet has a description reminiscent of Dr. Youtube is
reminiscent of the Japanese flag, Hinomaru. I get the impression that SNS is a
Japanese copyrighted material.
I met her until 2012, but not now.Is your job busy?After that, I continued swimming
until my third year in high school.Although it is an unofficial record of relay, 54
seconds with 100M butterfly, physical education and national language at Kagawa
Prefectural Takamatsu High SchoolThe result was 9 with the former.Science and
mathematics was 4.Acquired Dangerous Material Handler B4, a research student at
Kagawa University, Ph.D., invention of coal, zero calorie sugarHe is an invention
that cures Dr.
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The invention was approved by the government and obtained patent No. 5606596

Youtube のアイコン
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Programming is known to be close to painting. However, that alone does not allow
sites and SNS. Get your own URL or edit it by programming. The situation of SNS as
a job recently has been as follows for each person.
稲田 龍太郎🐬
@okdr20xx
<blockquote class="twitter-tweet"><p lang="ja" dir="ltr">ぜひ NASA を無料配布して外
人を笑わせればいいと思う</p>&mdash; 稲田 龍太郎🐬 (
@okdr20xx
) <a
href="https://twitter.com/okdr20xx/status/1213420904257966082?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw">
January 4, 2020</a></blockquote> <script async
src="https://platform.twitter.com/widgets.js" charset="utf-8"></script>
引用ツイート
稲田 龍太郎🐬
@okdr20xx
· 1月4日
オリンピックはぜひうまい棒を無料配布して外人を笑わせればいいと思うよ
午後 10:38 · 2020 年 1 月 4 日·Twitter Web App
Excerpt from Twitter (okdr20xx).
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It is a direct mail from Jun Ronbu Tamura, a top-notch celebrity. Jun Tamura is
famous for working on Twitter and interacting with his fans.

Atsushi Tamura requested that Twitter want an editing function.
I thought it was my job to meet my wishes, so I relied on my old memories that I
could edit it with "Embed a tweet from the upper right corner of a Twitter tweet
from a PC".
It was a good conversation. I look forward to seeing Mr. Atsushi Tamura be more
active in the future.
I have been using Twitter for about 15 years to help the world even.
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It is neither the Internet nor the world's largest Internet site "Amazon". This
rhino
30

In addition, the link does not fly from the "mo" link to SNS on the leg of the
product photo, which is the same as SNS.
Decided to be the author.

9.1 Copyright of CD

This is the package of AKB48 song called Gravity Sympathy.There is a mark at the
lower right that is approved by gravity sympathy. This is reminiscent of the
official Twitter markThere is an intention to make it.

According to the Copyright Act, 2nd edition p88, music works are lyricists and
composers within the framework of freedom of expression.Is important, and I take
the form of a collaborator.Significance of record makersRecord producers who are
protected by adjacent species are fixed on a phonograph record, recording tape, or
other materialThe person who fixed the sound being played first (Article 2.1,
Paragraphs 5 and 6). Simply repress from masterThose who do are not included in the
record maker here.Right to transfer recordsThe record maker has the exclusive right
to provide the record to the public by transfer of its copy.(Article 97, Paragraph
1, Paragraph 1). As in the case of the performers, the record was revised due to
the law revision in 1999.The right of transfer has been granted to the producer.
The restrictions are the same as for the performer.(Article 97-2, Paragraph
2).Gravity Friends in the lyrics of the AKB48 song “Gravity Sympathy” mentioned
earlier are also heard in the gravity lens.I can. An article on the Yomiuri Shimbun
online June 8 was published about gravity lenses.
https://www.pscp.tv/okdr20xx/1gqxvbpYXvRxB?autoplay&t=1
Okayama University of Science 3rd year experiment "Determining composition of color
complex by molar ratio method and continuous change method"I did an experiment.
This is an experiment to determine the absorption transmission spectrum. As a
result, the molar ratio was 3 ×10 -5 draw a virtual image when the M. After that,
when the molar ratio is 4 × 10 −5 M, the real image is drawn in the center.You.
The transmittance was 40% and the absorbance was 0.4.
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This is called a gravity lens. I've been writing lyrics and composing like this.
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Slag pulverized to a particle diameter of 53 μm or less, 1 M aqueous sodium
hydroxide solution, pH 3.94 dilute sulfuric acid,pH 3.99 Dilute hydrochloric acid
was contacted for 20 sec, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 7d, 15d, and 30d, respectively. Each
timeThe slag contacted with the solution is saturated with H2O for 1 to 150 d on a
filter paper moistened with a 0.1 M Na2CO3 solution.Was left in a container into
which CO2 had been introduced. Slags not in contact with any solution (no
contact)Slag) was used. The reaction temperature was room temperature, and the
sample was heated to 800 ° C using a differential type differential thermal
balance (TG-DTA).And calculate the carbonation rate from the amount of reaction of
slag with carbon dioxide from the weight loss between 600 and 800 ° C.Was.

As a result, when the calcium carbonate of the slag is alkaline, the carbonation
rate increases.However, after contact with a pH 4 solution, the carbonation rate
decreases. This is because of the sugar in the carbonated juiceIt is used to keep
calories low.
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Table1
Changes in carbonation rate due to differences in contact time and carbonation time
between 1 M NaOH aqueous solution and granulated blast furnace slag(%)
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Table2
Change in carbonation rate due to difference in contact time and carbonation time
between pH3.94 H2SO4 solution and granulated blast furnace slag(%)
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Table 3
Changes in carbonation rate due to differences in contact time and carbonation
time between pH 3.99 HCl solution and granulated blast furnace slag(%)
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